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Comp. 5 Series OEM 5 Series 

 

There is a yellow flex cable 

visible above back light. 

There is no yellow flex cable 

visible above back light. 

OEM circuit design looks like this 

same circuit design as above 

but looks darker 

No visible flex 

cable loop 

Visible flex cable 

loop 

Different circuit design than OEM, 

circuit will look different than 

OEM 
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OEM 6 

 

 Grade: One Line Burn In 

Comp. 6 

 
 

Visible flex cable 

loops 

No visible flex 

cable loops 

Flex cable will have 

apple 
Flex cable will have 

no apple 
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OEM 6P 

 

  

Good 

Comp. 6P 

 
  

Visible flex cable 

loop 

No visible flex cable loops, 

Has an apple on flex cable 

No visible flex 

cable loop 

Visible flex cable loops, 

Has no apple on flex cable 
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OEM 6S 

 

 

 

  

Comp. 6S 

 
  

flex cable will have 

no apple 
Part of the apple 

will be visible from 

under tape 

Flex cable will look 

yellow 

OEM flex cable will 

look like this 
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OEM 6SP 

 

  

Comp. 6SP 

 
  

Visible flex cable 

loop 

Visible flex cable 

loops 

No visible flex 

cable loop 

No visible flex 

cable loops 

OEM flex cable will 

look like this 
Flex cable will look 

yellow 

Flex cable will have no 

apple under flap 
Flex cable will have 

apple under flap 
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OEM 7 

 

  

Comp. 7 

 
  

Visible flex cable 

loop 

OEM flex will be this 

shape and will be all black 

Different shape than OEM and flex 

cable is lighter over the edge of LCD 

Flex cable is Black 
Flex cable is Yellow can 

be covered with tape 

No visible flex 

cable loop 

No apple 
Has apple 
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Comp. 7P 

 
 

OEM 7P 

 
 

OEM flex will be this shape Different shape than OEM 

Flex cable is Black Flex cable is Yellow can 

be covered with tape 

Flex cable has apple 

under flap 

Flex cable has No 

apple under flap 
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OEM 8 

 
 

 

 

 

  

Good 

Good 

Comp. 8 

 

Visible flex cable 

loop 
No visible flex 

cable loop 

OEM flex will be this 

shape and will be all black 

Different shape than OEM and flex 

cable is lighter over the edge of LCD 

No apple under flex cable 
Apple under flex cable 
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Comp. 8P 

 
 

OEM 8P 

 
 

Visible flex cable 

loop 
No visible flex 

cable loop 

OEM flex will be this 

shape and will be all black 

Different shape than OEM and flex 

cable is lighter over the edge of LCD 

Flex cable is Black 
Flex cable is Yellow can 

be covered with tape 

Flex cable has apple 

under flap 

Flex cable has No 

apple under flap 
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Comp. X 

 
 

OEM X 

 
 

Area around chip is all green. 

Top of long chip will be even with 

top of chip cover 

Long chip is too small, Brown 

should be green 

Top of long chip is not even with 

top of chip cover  

Long chip is wider than OEM and 

there is Typing on the Flex cable 


